Saw a musical with my friend and it was MAGNIFICENT!!! Apart from the fact that I cannot for the life of me remember the title, everything about this show is exceptional. My friend had seen it before but my only experience with live musicals previously was Matilda (also very worth going to!) and this show did not disappoint! Amazing singing, perfectly synchronised movement, strong accents and lots of laughs and tears. 10/10 recommend going!
Dear Reader

So, at the beginning of this year, or maybe the end of last year, I don't really remember. I deleted all my dating apps. I was sick of men being disgusting to me, so I just gave up.

Cut to March and this Friday I'll be going on my first date of 2020. It's a casual beach date with a friend. We are exploring if we have romantic feelings and, reader, I'm so keen you can't imagine. I keep imagining our date and if I'll kiss her and what it will be like if we do kiss and get caught.

Up in the idea of kissing her, her body and her moments. I'm not putting all my eggs in her basket or anything but I'm excited about the possibilities. Ah, I'm a romantic at heart. I hope she's into that.

Signed, Love, [Name]
This zine was made on the stolen land of the Bununung people of the Kulin nations. Sovereignty was never ceded.

During the time of the dinosaurs, days on Earth only lasted 23 hours. Days are getting longer because of the moon's effect on our orbit.